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We investigate positive definiteness, Hurwitz stability and Schur stability of parametric
interval matrices. We give a verifiable sufficient condition for positive definiteness
of parametric interval matrices with non-linear dependencies. We also give several
sufficient and necessary conditions for stability of symmetric parametric interval
matrices with affine-linear dependencies. The presented results extend the results on
positive definiteness and stability of interval matrices. In addition, we provide a formula
for the radius of stability of symmetric parametric interval matrices.
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1. Introduction
As it is well known, algebraic properties of real matrices, such as positive definiteness
or stability can be verified in polynomial time using, e.g., Gaussian Elimination or
Singular Value Decomposition. However, similar problems for interval matrices, and
thus also for parametric interval matrices (note that an n-dimensional parametric
interval matrix can be considered as interval matrices with n2 parameters) are, in
general, NP-hard (see, e.g., [11], [12], [14]). Therefore, in practical computation we
must resort to sufficient and necessary condition that can be verified in a reasonable
amount of time.
In this paper we study positive definiteness, Hurwitz stability and Schur stability
of parametric interval matrices. First, in Section 3, we give a verifiable sufficient
condition for positive definiteness of parametric interval matrices with both
affine-linear and non-linear dependencies. We show the usefulness of the proposed
approach for the interval global optimisation.
Next, we present several sufficient and necessary conditions for Hurwitz stability
(Section 4) and Schur stability (Section 5) of symmetric parametric interval
matrices. We present a sufficient condition, which can be expected to work well
in practical applications.
Finally, in Section 6, we prove that the radius of stability of a symmetric
parametric interval matrix is equal to its radius of regularity [6].
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2. Notation and auxiliary results
Throughout the paper, italic fonts are used to write real quantities, whereas bold
italic fonts denote their interval counterparts. IR stands for the set of all real
compact intervals, IR = {x = [x, x] | x, x ∈ R, x 6 x}. IRn and IRn×n denote,
respectively, the set of all interval vectors and the set of all interval matrices. The
midpoint xc = (x+x)/2 and the radius x∆ = (x−x)/2 are applied to interval vectors
and matrices componentwise. The minimal and maximal module of an interval x
are defined, respectively, as 〈x〉 = min{|x| | x ∈ x} and |x| = max{|x| | x ∈ x}. The
identity matrix of any size is denoted by I, whereas ρ(·) and λ stand, respectively,
for the spectral radius and an eigenvalue of a real matrix.
2.1. Parametric interval matrix
A parametric interval matrix A(p), p ∈ IRK , is defined as the following family of
real parametric matrices
A(p) =
{
A(p) ∈ Rn×n | p ∈ p
}
. (1)
For each p ∈ p, the elements of A(p) are real valued functions of a K-dimensional
vector of parameters p = (p1, . . . , pK) ∈ R
K , i.e. for i, j = 1, . . . , n,
Aij : R
K ∋ (p1, . . . , pK)→ Aij(p1, . . . , pK) ∈ R. (2)
Functions Aij (i, j = 1, . . . , n) can be generally divided into nonlinear and
affine-linear. In the nonlinear case, it is usually assumed that Aij are continuous
and differentiable on p. In practical computation Aij are often given by closed-form
expressions.
In the affine-linear case, a parametric interval matrix A(p) can be represented as
A(p) =
{
A(0) +
∑K
k=1A
(k)pk | p ∈ p
}
, (3)
where A(k) ∈ Rn×n, k = 0, . . . ,K.
The affine-linear case is by far not easy to handle, but to deal with nonlinear
dependencies, some sophisticated methods for bounding the ranges of multivariate
functions over a box are required in addition (e.g., [10]). In [15], we have shown
that with the use of affine arithmetic (AA) [3], the nonlinear case can be
reduced to the affine-linear one. In what follows we will refer to this process as
affine transformation. Affine transformation of a parametric interval matrix with
affine-linear dependencies will be referred to as normalisation. Obviously affine
transformation cause some loss of information, but instead makes the computation
far more simple.
2.2. Regularity
In general, a parametric interval matrix A(p) has a certain property if all matrices
A(p) ∈ A(p) have that property. One of the most important properties of
a parametric interval matrix is its regularity.
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Definition 1 An n× n parametric interval matrix A(p) is regular if for each p ∈ p
the matrix A(p) is nonsingular.
In the following theorem, we give a verifiable sufficient condition for checking the
regularity of parametric interval matrices. This theorem generalises the well-known
result (due to Beeck [1]) for interval matrices.
Theorem 2.1 Let A(p) be a square parametric interval matrix such that A(pc) is
non-singular and let B =
(∑K
k=1 |A
(k)|p∆k
)
. If
ρ
(∣∣∣A (pc)−1∣∣∣B) < 1, (4)
then A(p) is regular.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that A(p) is singular. Then, there is a nontrivial
vector x ∈ Rn such that A(p)x = 0. Hence
|A(pc)x| = |(A(pc)−A(p))x| =
∣∣∣∣∣
{
K∑
i=1
A(k)(pck − pk)
}∣∣∣∣∣ 6 B|x|.
Without loss of generality we can assume that x = A(pc)−1y, for some y 6= 0. Hence,
|y| 6 B|A(pc)−1||y|,
and thus (Corollary 3.2.3 and Proposition 3.2.4, [9])
1 6 ρ
(
B
∣∣A(pc)−1∣∣) = ρ (∣∣A(pc)−1∣∣B) ,
which yields a contradiction.
The above sufficient condition can be verified in polynomial time even with a large
number of parameters. The spectral decomposition can be done in O(n3) (for
symmetric matrices even faster using the Wilkinson’s algorithm, which has O(n2)
time complexity), matrix inverse can also be done in O(n3) (or even faster using,
e.g. Coppersmith-Winograd algorithm has O(n2.376) time complexity). Hence, we
obtain the O(n3) time complexity. In order to avoid rounding errors in numerical
computation, instead of the condition (4) we recommend to use the condition given
in [15] (formula (9)) with R ≈ A(pc)−1.
The regularity property gives us some quantitative knowledge about the matrix.
Whereas sometimes, as pointed by Kolev [6], it might be useful to have a quantity,
which would measure the distance of a parametric matrix from singularity. The
radius of regularity of a normalised parametric interval matrix with affine-linear
dependencies, defined as ([6])
r(A(p)) = min{r > 0 | ∃p ∈ p A(rp) is singular}, (5)
can be considered as such measure. Kolev [6] proposed an explicit formula for
r(A(p)), which can be useful to develop an algorithm for computing the radius
of regularity, which is not a priori exponential.
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3. Positive definiteness
Positive definiteness of parametric interval matrices is important, e.g., for speeding
up interval global optimisation. As it is well known, the convexity of a function f on
a box x can be verified by checking the positive definiteness of all Hessian matrices
∇2f(x), where x ∈ x. Hence, if ∇2f(x) is positive definite, then f is strictly convex
on x.
Definition 2 A parametric interval matrix A(p) is strongly positive definite
(semi-definite) if A(p) is positive definite (semi-definite) for each p ∈ p.
Definition 3 A parametric interval matrix A(p) is weakly positive definite
(semi-definite) if A(p) is positive definite (semi-definite) for at least one p ∈ p.
The problem of checking whether a parametric interval matrix is strongly
positive definite is co-NP hard (cf. [7]). Some sufficient and necessary conditions
for the positive definiteness of parametric interval matrices with affine-linear
dependencies were given by Hlad´ık [5]. They are especially useful when the number
of parameters is small enough. For symmetric matrices, he provided a verifiable
sufficient condition, which relies on checking the positive definiteness of some specific
real matrix. Below, we present another verifiable sufficient condition for checking
positive definiteness, which does not assume the symmetry of the parametric interval
matrix. The presented result generalises the result for interval matrices (cf. [13]).
Theorem 3.1 Let A(p) be a parametric interval matrix such that A(pc) is positive
definite and (4) holds true. Then A(p) is strongly positive definite.
Proof. The condition (4) guarantees the regularity of A(p). Since A(pc) is positive
definite and A(p) is regular, hence (Theorem 10, [5]) A(p) is strongly positive
definite.
Example 1 Hlad´ık [5] considered cubic forms, since the entries of the Hessian
of a cubic form are affine-linear functions of variables. However, using the affine
transformation, we can extend the applicability of the above theorem to any
computable function. Let us consider the following function of x = (x1, x2, x3)
(cf. [5]):
f(x) = x41 + 2x
2
1x2 − x1x2x3 + 3x2x
2
3 + 5x
3
2
with x ∈ x = ([2, 3], [1, 2], [0, 1]). The Hessian matrix
∇2f(x1, x2, x3) =

 12x21 + 4x2 4x1 − x3 −x24x1 − x3 30x2 6x3 − x1
−x2 6x3 − x1 6x2

 .
The affine transformation of ∇2f(x1, x2, x3) yields a parametric matrix with
affine-linear dependencies
A(e) =

 82.5 + 30ε1 + 2ε2 + 1.5ε4 9.5 + 2ε1 − 0.5ε3 −1.5− 0.5ε29.5 + 2ε1 − 0.5ε3 45 + 15ε2 0.5− 0.5ε1 + 3ε3
−1.5− 0.5ε2 0.5− 0.5ε1 + 3ε3 9 + 3ε2

 .
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Since A(pc) = A(0) is positive definite with eigenvalues (rounded to two decimal
places) (8.96, 42.75, 84.79) and ρ(|(A(0))−1|B) ≈ 0.61 < 1, hence, by Theorem 3.1,
∇2f(x) is positive definite, and thus f is strictly convex on x.
4. Stability
A real square matrix A is called stable matrix (also Hurwitz matrix ) if all its
eigenvalues has strictly negative real part, i.e., if for each eigenvalue λi of A,
Re(λi) < 0. The problem of stability of interval matrices is strictly connected with
the behaviour of a linear time invariant system x˙(t) = Ax(t) under perturbation
(see, e.g., [8] and the references therein). As in [13], we investigate here mainly
stability of symmetric parametric interval matrices. The great advantage of the
parametric approach is that a parametric interval matrix contains only symmetric
matrices, whereas an interval matrix can contain also non-symmetric matrices,
whose eigenvalues might not be real, and therefore requires some additional care [13].
Definition 4 A parametric interval matrix A(p) is stable if, for each p ∈ p, A(p) is
stable.
Lemma 4.1 (cf. [2]) A real symmetric matrix A is stable if and only if −A is
positive definite.
In the first theorem we give some sufficient and necessary conditions for the
stability of parametric interval matrices (cf. [13]).
Theorem 4.2 Let A(p) be a symmetric parametric interval matrix. Then, the
following assertions are equivalent:
(i) A(p) is stable,
(ii) A(p) is stable for each p such that pk ∈ {pk, pk} (vertex property),
(iii) −A(p) is strongly positive definite,
Proof. By Lemma 4.1 (i)⇔(iii). So, it is enough to prove (i)⇒(ii)⇒(iii).
(i)⇒(ii) The proof is obvious, since for A(p) such that pk ∈ {pk, pk}, it holds that
A(p) ∈ A(p).
(ii)⇒(iii) Let p be such that pk ∈ {pk, pk}. Then A(p) is stable, and thus, by
Lemma 4.1, −A(p) is positive definite. Since p was chosen arbitrarily, therefore
−A(p) is strongly positive definite (cf. Theorem 7, [5]).
In the next theorem we formulate another sufficient and necessary condition,
which gives a link between stability and regularity of symmetric parametric interval
matrix (cf. [13]).
Theorem 4.3 A symmetric parametric interval matrix A(p) is stable if and only
if the following assertions hold:
(i) A(p) is stable for an arbitrary p ∈ p,
(ii) A(p) is regular.
Proof. The “only if” part is obvious, since each stable matrix is non-singular.
Conversely, if A(p) is stable, then −A(p) is positive definite, and since A(inump) is
regular, hence −A(p) is regular as well. Thus, (Theorem 7, [5]) −A(p) is strongly
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positive definite, and hence A(p) is stable by Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.4 Let A(p) be a symmetric parametric interval matrix such that A(pc)
is stable and (4) holds true. Then A(p) is stable.
Proof. The theorem follows directly from Theorem 3.1 applied to −A(p).
5. Schur stability
A real square matrix A is called Schur stable if all its eigenvalues lie in a unit circle,
i.e., if |λi| < 1, for each eigenvalue λi of A. Schur matrices are strongly connected
with asymptotic stability of polynomials and dynamical systems. Similar as in the
previous section, we consider here only symmetric parametric interval matrices (cf.
[13]).
Definition 5 A parametric interval matrix A(p) is Schur stable if, for each p ∈ p,
A(p) is Schur stable.
The first theorem we present gives necessary and sufficient condition for
a symmetric parametric interval matrix to be Schur stable. Similar result for interval
matrices was given in [4].
Theorem 5.1 Let A(p) be a symmetric parametric interval matrix. Then, the
following assertions are equivalent:
(i) A(p) is Schur stable,
(ii) A(p) is Schur stable for each p such that pk ∈ {pk, pk}.
Proof. The implication (i)⇒(ii) is obvious. To prove (ii)⇒(i), take arbitrary A(p′) ∈
A(p), x 6= 0, and put sk = sgn(x
TA(k)x). Since
∣∣xT (A(p′)−A(pc))x∣∣ 6 K∑
k=1
∣∣∣xTA(k)x∣∣∣ p∆k ,
hence
xTA(p′)x = xTA(pc)x+ xT (A(p′)−A(pc))x 6
6 xTA(pc)x+
K∑
k=1
∣∣∣xTA(k)x∣∣∣ p∆k 6
6 xT
(
A(pc) +
K∑
k=1
A(k)skp
∆
k
)
x,
and we have
xTA(p′)x
xTx
6
xT
(
A(pc) +
∑K
k=1A
(k)skp
∆
k
)
x
xTx
=
xTA(p)x
xTx
,
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where p is such that pk ∈ {pk, pk}, which implies that
λmax(A(p
′)) 6 λmax(A(p)) < 1.
Analogically, we can prove that λmin(A(p
′)) > −1, and hence A(p′) is Schur stable.
Since A(p′) was chosen arbitrarily, thus A(p) is Schur stable.
The next theorem gives another sufficient and necessary condition for Schur
stability of symmetric parametric interval matrices. It also links Schur stability
and Hurwiz stability (cf. [13]).
Theorem 5.2 Let A(p) be a symmetric parametric interval matrix. Then A(p) is
Schur stable if and only if the parametric interval matrices
A(p)− I and −A(p)− I
are stable.
Proof. To prove the “only if” part, take arbitrary p ∈ p. Since A(p) is Schur stable,
hence it has all its eigenvalues in (−1, 1). Therefore, all eigenvalues of A(p)−I lie in
(−2, 0), and hence A(p)−I is stable. To prove the stability of the matrix −A(p)−I,
it is enough to observe that if A(p) is Schur stable, then −A(p) is Schur stable as
well.
To prove the “if” part, take A(p) ∈ A(p) and let λ be its eigenvalue. Since A(p)−I
is stable, hence all its eigenvalues are negative, hence λ− 1 < 0, which means that
λ < 1. Moreover, −λ is an eigenvalue of −A(p), and since −A(p)−I is stable, hence,
using the same reasoning, we obtain that λ > −1. Since A(p) was chosen arbitrarily,
hence A(p) is Schur stable.
The next theorem gives a sufficient condition for Schur stability of symmetric
parametric interval matrices. The validity of the theorem follows directly from
Theorem 4.4 and Theorem 5.2.
Theorem 5.3 Let A(p) be a symmetric parametric interval matrix such that A(pc)
is Schur stable and the (4) holds true. Then A(p) is Schur stable.
6. Radius of stability
By analogy to the radius of stability of an interval matrix (), we define the radius
stability of a parametric interval matrix as
s(A(p)) = min{r > 0 | ∃p ∈ pc + r[−p∆, p∆] A(p) is unstable}. (6)
Obviously, if s(A(p)) = 0, then A(p) is unstable, and if s(A(p)) > 1, then A(p) is
stable.
Proposition 6.1 Let A(p) be a symmetric parametric interval matrix such that
A(pc) is stable. Then
s(A(p)) = r(A(p)). (7)
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Proof. The proposition follows directly from Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 1 in [6].
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